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He's a comedian. He's a YouTube sensation. And now he becomes an author. Best known for his

song parodies and riffs on yoga pants and homeschooling, Tim Hawkins now shares his perspective

on life in the 21st century in his long-awaited debut book. Tim's topics are as wide-ranging as his

stand-up comedy, including marital communications ("Marriage needs a challenge flag, like in pro

football"), worship music ("Pick the right key, because I'm not Barry White and I'm not a Bee Gee"),

and food ("Eating a Krispy Kreme donut is like eating a baby angel"). Diary of a Jackwagon reveals

a witty and relatable voice reminding listeners that for life's many difficulties, laughter is always the

best medicine - when there aren't any pills left.
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It's been a long time since I've laughed so much reading a book. I woke my wife with my laughter as

she lay next to more than a few times. That's what she gets for making me go to bed with her at

9pm. Don't tell her I said that. Please. Tim Hawkins has a gift. I pray He keeps using it.

I was honestly a little disappointed....I am a huge fan of Tim Hawkins and have been since High

School. And if you don't plan on going to his shows I suppose this is a good replacement, but the

book is basically one of his shows put on paper. There weren't many jokes in there that I had not

heard before. It was a well-writtenÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€¹ book, don't get me wrong there, but in terms of

content I was just expecting a little more.



I was hoping that this book would have some new material in it, but it's basically all of this comedy

sketches that are on Youtube inserted into a book with transitions. I am such a huge Tim Hawkins

fan and there were still moments where I laughed out loud, but I just hoped it was something new.

Still finished it, still recommend it! But if you're super familiar with his sketches already then it won't

be anything much different. Still love ya, Tim!

I watched Tim Hawkins at my church and on You Tube for years. The book has some of my favorite

jokes from his stand up and some fresh new jokes. I laughed out loud, on every page. Great book!

Thanks Tim for being a family man and giving us the gift of clean comedy.

Comedians who are great live and in their DVDs don't always write as funny as they appear live. But

Tim Hawkins is not a disappointment! This book is great for a laugh - relieves stress! Highly

recommend it.

Most of the book was not new material and it wasn't the same as seeing Tim Hawkins performing it.

But you learn about Tim's life a little bit and there are some good spiritual reminders.

There wasn't anything about this book that I didn't like! If you know me and still like me, then you'll

love this book! My bestie suggested I read it, so there you go! ENJOY!!

I'm sorry I feel bad. I'm a HUGE Tim Hawkins fan.For me it was like reading his material; so much

better watching him preform it. He has awesome body language, facial expressions and voice

modulation that don't come across in the book. That and because I've watched all his videos I knew

the martial. Full disclosure: I did not finish the book so there may be some new material in there. I

plan to continue to always buy tickets to his shows as soon as they're announced for my area. I love

him. He is an extremely talented and gifted performer musically and comically.
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